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Dynamic Community Detection in Bipartite Networks (master’s thesis)

The most popular community detection method, Louvain [1], produces arbitrarily bad results. Re-
cently, the Leiden algorithm [2] outclassed Louvain and attracted considerable attention a�er publi-
cation in Nature. It promises performance and quality gains for static, unipartite networks, and the
potential applications range from protein-protein interaction networks to customer behavior analysis
in product co-purchasing networks. However, many of these applications evolve dynamically and
have bipartite symmetry. While both bipartite [3] and dynamic [4] versions for Louvain exist, their
adoption to Leidenwill be crucial for the practical usability of the algorithm. In this thesis, you will
develop a bipartite, dynamic version of the Leiden algorithm. We will publish the results, and the
method will improve a production system of a sporting goods manufacturer.

Challenges

Both methods heuristically optimize the modularity, a measure for clustering quality for unipartite
networks. However, a singleton clustering, where every node has its own community, already has
high modularity in bipartite networks. As a remedy, one could project the bipartite graph to its unipar-
tite equivalent, compromising on higher memory requirements. Alternatively, your algorithm could
optimize a bipartite version of the modularity [5], which might be more di�icult to implement.

While adynamicbipartite versionofLouvainexists [6], its ideaswill have tobealignedwith theLeiden
algorithm. We will have to ensure that an incremental cluster update conserves the convergence
guarantees that set Leiden apart from its predecessor and demonstrate your algorithm’s performance
on a benchmark dataset [7].

Profile and Outlook

If you bring

• an interest in the foundation of modern AI and are curious about the underlying mathematics
• previous experience implementing advanced algorithms, preferably in C++

This thesis o�ers

• the opportunity to make a practical impact in the field of e-commerce, bringing you in a good
position for a career as, e.g. backend developer

• the potential for a solid publication, increasing your academic visibility in the growing field of AI
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipartite_graph
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modularity_(networks)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipartite_network_projection
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